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ABSTRACT

Programmed �1 ribosomal frameshifting is employed
in the expression of a number of viral and cellular
genes. In this process, the ribosome slips backwards
by a single nucleotide and continues translation of an
overlapping reading frame, generating a fusion protein.
Frameshifting signals comprise a heptanucleotide
slippery sequence, where the ribosome changes
frame, and a stimulatory RNA structure, a stem–loop
or RNA pseudoknot. Antisense oligonucleotides
annealed appropriately 30 of a slippery sequence have
also shown activity in frameshifting, at least in vitro.
Here we examined frameshifting at the U6A slippery
sequence of the HIV gag/pol signal and found high
levels of both �1 and �2 frameshifting with stem–
loop, pseudoknot or antisense oligonucleotide stimu-
lators. By examining �1 and �2 frameshifting
outcomes on mRNAs with varying slippery sequence-
stimulatory RNA spacing distances, we found that �2
frameshifting was optimal at a spacer length 1–2 nu-
cleotides shorter than that optimal for�1 frameshifting
with all stimulatory RNAs tested. We propose that the
shorter spacer increases the tension on the mRNA
such that when the tRNA detaches, it more readily
enters the �2 frame on the U6A heptamer. We
propose that mRNA tension is central to frameshifting,
whether promoted by stem–loop, pseudoknot or anti-
sense oligonucleotide stimulator.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate maintenance of the translational reading
frame is essential in the production of functional
proteins and spontaneous frameshifting occurs rarely,

with an estimated frequency (in Escherichia coli) of
3� 10�3 – 5� 10�5 per codon (1). In some genes,
however, mRNA elements are present that induce the
ribosome to change reading frame at very high frequencies
(reviewed in 2–4). These sites of programmed ribosomal
frameshifting direct ribosomes into an overlapping open
reading frame (ORF), generating a fusion protein contain-
ing the products of both upstream and downstream
ORFs. Most widespread are sites of programmed �1 ribo-
somal frameshifting (–1 FS) where the ribosome slips back
one nucleotide (nt) in the 50-direction on the mRNA.
Frameshifting in eukaryotes was first described as the
mechanism by which the Gag-Pol polyprotein of the retro-
virus Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) is expressed from
overlapping gag and pol ORFs (5,6) and related signals
have since been documented in many other viruses,
including the clinically important human immunodefi-
ciency virus types 1 and 2 (7) (HIV-1, HIV-2), human
T-cell lymphotrophic virus types 1 and 2 (8,9) and the
coronavirus responsible for severe acute respiratory
syndrome (10). Frameshifting has also been increasingly
recognized in conventional cellular genes of both prokary-
otes and eukaryotes as well as in other replicating
elements, such as insertion sequences and transposons.

The mRNA signal for �1 FS is composed of two
elements, a slippery sequence with consensus X_XXY_
YYZ (underlines denote zero frame; X can be any base, Y
is A or U, Z is not G in eukaryotic systems) where the
ribosome changes frame, and a downstream stimulatory
RNA structure, a stem–loop or pseudoknot (reviewed in
3,4). Appropriate spacing (typically 5–8 nt) between
slippery sequence and stimulatory RNA is also required
for optimal �1 FS efficiency (11–13). There is considerable
experimental support for the idea that ‘tandem-slippage’ of
ribosome-bound peptidyl- and aminoacyl-tRNAs on the
slippery sequence occurs upon encounter of the stimulatory
RNA, with the tRNAs detaching from the zero frame
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codons (XXY_YYZ) and re-pairing in the �1 frame
(XXX_YYY) (6,14). What actually drives tRNA
movement in frameshifting is uncertain. There is
accumulating evidence to suggest involvement of an intrinsic
unwinding activity of the ribosome (15), with the stimula-
tory RNA exhibiting resistance to unwinding, perhaps by
presenting an unusual topology. Failure to unwind the
stimulatory RNA appropriately has been proposed to
induce tension in the mRNA leading to uncoupling of the
codon:anticodon complexes and realignment of the tRNAs
in the �1 frame (16–29).

In recent years it has been discovered that efficient�1 FS
can also be stimulated in some circumstances simply by an-
nealing an RNA oligonucleotide downstream of a slippery
sequence, at least in vitro (30–32). This was unexpected as
mRNA-antisense oligonucleotide (AON) complexes
appear to lack the structural features of naturally occurring
stimulatory RNAs, such as stem–stem junctions, base
triplexes or kinks, that have been associated with models
implicating resistance to unwinding (reviewed in 3,4). In an
attempt to gain insight into the mechanism of
AON-induced �1 FS, we initiated a study to examine the
effect on�1 FS ofmodulating the spacing distance between
slippery sequence and annealed AON. During the initial
in vitro translations carried out to validate the system, we
were intrigued to observe ‘two’ frameshift products in the
AON-stimulated frameshift assays. In this article, we
describe our examination of the origin of these products.
We show that in the experimental system employed, based
on that developed by Howard and colleagues (30), both�1
‘and’ �2 FS can occur efficiently on the HIV-1 slippery
sequence (U6A) in response to bound AONs.
Importantly, this effect is also seen when the AON stimula-
tor is replaced by a stem–loop or pseudoknot stimulator. By
examining �1 and �2 FS outcomes on mRNAs with
varying slippery sequence-stimulatory RNA spacing dis-
tances, we found that the spacer-length optimum for
maximal frameshifting is different depending upon the
kind of stimulatory RNA employed, and that �2 FS is
optimal at a spacer length 1–2 nt shorter than that optimal
for�1 FS.We propose that the shorter spacer increases the
tension on themRNA such that when the tRNAdetaches, it
more readily enters the �2 frame on the U6A heptamer.
These experiments provide the first observation of �2 FS
on a eukaryotic viral heptameric slippery sequence and
support the view that mRNA tension is central to themech-
anism of frameshifting, not only with ‘traditional’ stem–
loop or pseudoknot RNAs, but also withAON stimulators.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mutagenesis

Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the
Quikchange II site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Plasmids

Assessment of in vitro frameshift efficiencies employed
plasmids derived from pFScass 5 (12). This vector

contains the bacteriophage SP6 polymerase promoter
driving expression of the influenza A/PR8/34 PB2 gene,
with the minimal infectious bronchitis coronavirus (IBV)
frameshifting signal (12) inserted at the Bgl II site at
position 486 of the PB2 gene. We modified pFScass 5 by
introducing a unique Mlu I site downstream of the
inserted pseudoknot (creating plasmid pFScass 9),
removed the entire IBV frameshifting signal using Bgl II
and Mlu I and replaced it with a pair of complementary
oligonucleotides encoding the AON-driven frameshifting
signal utilized by Howard and colleagues (30), giving
plasmid pFSHIV-AON (Figure 1). The frameshift signal
in this plasmid comprises the HIV-1 slippery sequence
U6A positioned 3 nt upstream of the binding site for a
complementary AON. Frameshift assays in tissue culture
cells employed derivatives of the dual luciferase reporter
plasmid p2luc (33). The AON frameshifting signal present
in pFSHIV-AON was cloned as a pair of complementary
oligonucleotides into Bam HI and Sal I-cut p2luc such
that expression of the downstream firefly luciferase gene
required either a �1 (p2lucAON �1) or a �2 (p2lucAON
�2) frameshift at the end of the upstream Renilla
luciferase gene. To allow calculation of frameshifting
efficiencies, two control plasmids (p2lucOinc and
p2lucOP1inc) were prepared in which the two luciferases
were aligned in-frame in order to obtain readings for
normalization of data. Expression of the U6A slippery
sequence-derived �2 FS product in transfected cells
employed plasmid pFSeGFP-N2. This plasmid was
prepared by subcloning a polymerase chain reaction
(PCR)-generated DNA fragment encoding the U6A
slippery sequence, a 7 nt spacer and a stimulatory stem–
loop structure (see section ‘Results’) into XhoI/
BamHI-cut pEGFP-N2 (Clontech, GenBank Accession
number U57608). In this plasmid, the eGFP tag is ex-
pressed only in the �2 frame (following a frameshift
event) and the natural start codon of eGFP was changed
(to TCG) by site-directed mutagenesis to minimize leaky
expression of eGFP. All plasmid sequences were con-
firmed by dideoxy sequencing.

Oligonucleotides

The morpholino oligonucleotide 25MO (50-AGCTCAGG
GAAGTTGAAGGATCCCA-30) was purchased from
Gene Tools (Oregon, USA). The equivalent 2-O-Me oligo-
nucleotide 25OMe (50-AGCUCAGGGAAGUUGAAGG
AUCCCA-30), a truncated version (15OMe; 50-AGUUGA
AGGAUCCCA-30) and an equivalent 15mer composed of
RNA bases (15RNA) were from Thermo Scientific
(Colorado, USA). The primary sequence of 25MO is iden-
tical to that of MOAB, described by Howard et al. (30).

In vitro transcription and translation

Frameshift reporter plasmids were linearized with Nco I or
Bam H1 and capped run-off transcripts generated using
SP6 RNA polymerase as described (12). Messenger
RNAs were recovered by a single extraction with phenol/
chloroform (1:1 vol/vol) followed by ethanol precipitation.
Remaining unincorporated nucleotides were removed by
gel filtration through a NucAway spin column (Ambion).
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The eluate was concentrated by ethanol precipitation, the
mRNA resuspended in water, checked for integrity by
agarose gel electrophoresis and quantified by spectropho-
tometry. Messenger RNAs were translated in
nuclease-treated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL;
Promega) programmed with �50mg/ml template mRNA.
Typical reactions were of 10ml volume and composed of
90% (vol/vol) RRL, 20mM amino acids (lacking methio-
nine) and 0.2 MBq [35S]-methionine. Reactions were
incubated for 1 h at 30�C and stopped by the addition of
an equal volume of 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA), 100mg/ml RNase A followed by incubation at
room temperature for 20min. Samples were prepared for
sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacrylamide gel electrophor-
esis (SDS–PAGE) by the addition of 10 vol of 2�
Laemmli’s sample buffer (34), boiled for 3min and

resolved by SDS–PAGE. Dried gels were exposed to a
Cyclone Plus Storage Phosphor Screen (PerkinElmer), the
screen scanned using a Typhoon TRIO Variable Mode
Imager (GE Healthcare) in storage phosphor autoradiog-
raphy mode, and bands were quantified using
ImageQuantTMTL software (GE Healthcare). Where used,
AONs were added to translation reactions on ice at the same
time as the mRNA, but were not pre-annealed to the
mRNA. The calculations of frameshifting efficiency (%FS)
took into account the differential methionine content of the
various products and utilized two formulas. For a single
frameshift event, %FS was calculated as 100{IFS1(MetS/
MetFS1)/(IS+IFS1(MetS/MetFS1)} and where two frame-
shift events were noted, %FS=100{IFS1(MetS/MetFS1)/
[IS+IFS1(MetS/MetFS1)+IFS2(MetS/MetFS2)]}. In the for-
mulae, the number of methionines in the stop, frameshift

Figure 1. Antisense-oligonucleotide mediated frameshifting. (A) Plasmid pFSHIV-AON was prepared by cloning an AON-frameshift cassette (based
on Ref. 30) into the influenza A PB2 gene within an SP6-based transcription vector. The cassette comprised the slippery sequence (U6A) of the HIV-1
frameshift signal, a 3 nt spacer (GGG) and a 25 nt stretch complementary to AONs 25MO or 25OMe. In in vitro translations in RRL, Nco
I-linearized, SP6-derived mRNAs generate an 18 kDa non-frameshift product (stop) and a 28 kDa �1 frameshift product (�1 FS). (B) Messenger
RNAs derived from Nco I-cut pFSHIV-AON were translated in RRL (at �50 mg/ml) in the presence of increasing quantities of 25MO or 25OMe.
The products were resolved by 15% SDS–PAGE and visualized by autoradiography. In most lanes, an additional product is evident, thought to be
derived from ribosomes that enter the+1/�2 frame (+1/�2) or fall off the template (or are permanently stalled) in the vicinity of the annealed AON
(drop-off, d.o.). Control translations were also carried out using an mRNA derived from pFScass 5 (Ref. 12; pFScass 5/IBV PK) which contains the
minimal IBV frameshift site. The frameshifting efficiency measured for each signal (to the nearest integer) is indicated below the relevant lanes (%FS;
see section ‘Materials and Methods’) and takes into account the number of methionines present in each product (stop, 10; �1 FS, 10; +1/�2/d.o.,
11). Due to the close migration of the +1/�2/d.o. product and the stop product in this experiment, the values represent our best efforts for
quantification of each class of event. M; molecular size markers.
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1 and frameshift 2 products are denoted by MetS, MetFS1
and MetFS2, respectively; the densitometer values for the
same products by IS, IFS1 and IFS2.

Frameshifting assays in tissue culture

COS 7 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modification
of Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) fetal
calf serum, 1% (vol/vol) penicillin/streptomycin and 1%
(wt/vol) 25mM glutamine. Plasmids were transfected
using a commercial liposome method (Lipofectamine
2000, Invitrogen). 4� 104 cells were seeded per well in
24-well plates and grown for 18–24 h until 80% confluency
was reached. Transfection mixtures (containing plasmid
DNA, serum-free medium [Optimem; Gibco-BRL] and
Lipofectamine 2000) were set up as recommended by the
manufacturer and added directly (dropwise) to the tissue
culture cell growth medium. The cells were harvested 24 h
post-transfection and reporter gene expression determined
using a dual luciferase assay system kit (Promega). Each
data point represents the mean value (± SEM) from six
separate transfections.

Mass spectroscopy

Plasmid pFSeGFP-N2 expresses a fusion protein
comprising N-terminal U6A-derived �2 FS peptide and a
C-terminal eGFP tag. 293T cells (7� 106 per dish) were
seeded onto 15� 10 cm dishes and transfected with
pFSeGFP-N2 (15 mg per dish) while in suspension using
TransIT (Mirus Bio LLC). After 68 h, the proteasome in-
hibitor MG132 was added to the growth medium (to
20 mM), the cells were harvested 4 h later and lysed in
1ml lysis buffer containing 50mM Tris–HCl, pH 8, 5%
glycerol, 0.5% IGEPAL CA-630, 200mM NaCl, 1mM
DTT, 1mM PMSF and 1� complete protease inhibitor
tablet (Roche). After clarification, the supernatant was
mixed with 50 ml glutathione sepharose beads and
incubated for 30min at 4�C with rotation to pre-clear the
lysate. Subsequently, the supernatant was incubated with
20 ml GFP-TRAP_A (ChromoTek) for 2 h at 4�C with
rotation to bind GFP-tagged proteins. The beads were
washed three times with wash buffer (10mM Tris–HCl
pH 8, 0.1% IGEPAL CA-630, 150mM NaCl, 0.5mM
EDTA, 1mM PMSF and 1� complete protease inhibitor
tablet), transferred to an Ultrafree-MC spin column
(0.22 mm; Millipore) and any remaining wash buffer
removed by centrifugation. The beads were resuspended
in 20 ml of 4� Laemmli’s buffer (250mM Tris pH 6.8,
4% [wt/vol] SDS, 40% [vol/vol] glycerol, 10% [vol/vol]
beta-mercaptoethanol, 20 mg/ml bromophenol blue),
transferred to a fresh microcentrifuge tube and boiled for
10min. The eluate was subjected to 12% SDS–PAGE, the
proteins fixed with colloidal coomassie fix (45% [vol/vol]
methanol, 1% [vol/vol] acetic acid) for 1 h, the gel stained
with colloidal coomassie stain (17% [wt/vol] ammonium
sulphate, 0.1% [wt/vol] coomassie G250, 0.5% [vol/vol]
acetic acid and 34% methanol) overnight, washed with
water and stored in 10% acetic acid solution. Band
excision and mass spectroscopic (MS) analysis of the �2
FS product was carried out at the University of
Cambridge, Department of Biochemistry Protein and

Nucleic Acid Facility (PNAC). The excised band was sub-
jected to reduction with 5mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phos-
phine and alkylation by addition of iodoacetamide (to
25mM), followed by liquid removal and washes with
200 ml 100mM ammonium bicarbonate with 50% acetoni-
trile. The gel pieces were dried in vacuo for 10min and 25 ml
of 100mM ammonium bicarbonate containing 10 mg/ml
modified trypsin (Promega) was added for trypsin diges-
tion for 17 h at 32�C. Peptides were recovered and desalted
usingmC18 ZipTip (Millipore) and eluted to a maldi target
plate using 2 ml alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid
matrix (Sigma) in 50% acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic
acid. Peptide mass was determined using a Maldi micro
MX MS (Waters) in reflectron mode and analysed with
Masslynx software. For tandem ms/ms analysis (ESIMS/
MS), desalted peptides in 70%methanol, 0.2% formic acid
were delivered to a ThermoFinnigan LCQ Classic ion-trap
MS using a static nanospray needle (Thermo Proxeon).
Peptide masses of interest were manually selected for frag-
mentation using manufacturer-recommended settings.
Fragment ions were matched to possible sequence inter-
pretations usingMS-Product (http://prospector.ucsf.edu/).

RESULTS

Identification of a novel product generated during
translation of an AON-mediated ribosomal
frameshifting signal

Our experimental system for studying AON-mediated
frameshifting in vitro is based on that of Howard et al.
(30) and is shown in Figure 1. We began by confirming
that a 25 nt long morpholino (25MO) or 2-O-Me
(25OMe) AON could stimulate–1 FS at the slippery
sequence of HIV-1 (U6A) when bound 3 nt downstream
on the mRNA. The frameshift reporter mRNA was
transcribed from Nco I-cut pFSHIV-AON, a derivative
of pFScass 5 (12; see section ‘Materials and Methods’),
and translated in rabbit RRL in the presence of
increasing concentrations of AON. As can be seen in
Figure 1, both non-frameshifted (stop, 18 kDa) and
�1 FS product (28 kDa) were seen, with the �1 FS effi-
ciency peaking at �30%, a level similar to that measured
for a control, pseudoknot-dependent frameshift signal
(pFScass 5 IBV PK; 44% in this experiment). In the
absence of added AON, the baseline �1 FS efficiency
was 4–6%, indicating that the U6A heptamer is inher-
ently slippery in RRL, as observed previously (12,30). In
control translations with a non-targeting AON, or of
mRNAs with mismatches in the AON binding site,
very little frameshifting was seen, confirming the specifi-
city of AON-mediated frameshifting (data not shown).
Also evident in the 25OMe titration of Figure 1 was an
unexpected product migrating just below the stop
product. Based on the nucleotide sequence of the frame-
shift region and the position of termination codons in the
different reading frames, this protein may correspond to
ribosomes that have undergone a +1 (or �2) frameshift
on the U6A heptamer. Alternatively, it could represent a
peptide derived from ribosomes that had irreversibly
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stalled at the annealed AON, and subsequently dropped
off the template (drop-off or d.o.). The unexpected
product was also present, albeit to a lesser extent, in
the 25MO titration. Given the possibility that it may
represent an alternative frameshift product, we
examined whether its generation was linked to the
homopolymeric nature of the U6A slippery sequence by
changing the slippery sequence of pFSHIV-AON to that
present at the IBV (UUUAAAC) or simian retrovirus 1
(SRV-1) gag/pro (GGGAAAC) frameshift sites
(Figure 2). With these mRNAs, little or no +1/�2/d.o.
product was evident, indicating that its appearance is
most likely linked to the U6A slippery sequence rather
than to a compromise of elongation arising from the
presence of a stably bound AON. Examining the AON
titrations further (Figures 1 and 2), it can be seen that
the plateau of �1 FS stimulation with 25MO was
reached slightly earlier (at about 1 mM) than for
25OMe (3–5mM). However, 25OMe was the more effect-
ive stimulator, promoting 49% �1 FS on UUUAAAC
(c.f. 22% with 25MO), 42% on GGGAAAC (19% with
25MO) and, on the assumption that the novel product
seen with U6A is an alternative frameshift product, a
total of 74% frameshifting on U6A (33% with 25MO).
The �1 FS efficiency engendered by 25OMe on the IBV
and SRV-1 gag/pro slippery sequences (49% and 42%,
respectively) was greater than that seen with that of
HIV-1 (27%). However, it is likely that �1 FS on U6A
would be greater if a proportion of ribosomes were not
entering another frame.
In an attempt to disentagle possible origins of the+1/
�2/d.o. product, a variant of pFSHIV-AON was prepared
(pFSHIV-AON stopAll) in which three local stop codons
in the 0 and +1 reading frames were changed to sense
codons such that the length of the ORFs downstream of
the U6A stretch (in each of the three frames) would allow
differentiation of a product of +1/�2 FS from that of a
d.o. event based on size (Figure 3). This experiment
revealed that the majority of the +1/�2/d.o. product
appears to be derived from a+1/�2 FS, with a small pro-
portion derived from a product whose size is consistent
with prolonged (or permanent) stalling at the U6A
heptamer (presumably) while the ribosome attempts to
unwind the annealed oligonucleotide. Consistent with
earlier work, with 25MO there was less +1/�2 FS
product and little or no d.o. product, suggesting that
morpholino oligonucleotides present less of a barrier to
ribosomal elongation than their 2-O-Me counterparts.
Within the context of pFSHIV-AON stopAll, three
slippery sequence variants were prepared to address the
question of whether 25OMe-stimulated +1/�2 FS was
strictly dependent on a U-rich slippery sequence. As
shown in Figure 3, with slippery sequence U4UCU, pos-
sessing an A-site codon sub-optimal for frameshifting,
both �1 FS and +1/�2 FS were diminished (3- to
4-fold) suggesting a requirement for optimal A-site
tRNA re-pairing in each case (see below). With slippery
sequence A6C, efficient �1 FS was observed (21%) but the
quantity of+1/�2 FS product was reduced (albeit detect-
able at �4%). We also tested A8C and were surprised to
see relatively high expression of both �1 and+1/�2 FS

products in the absence of added AON. The synthesis of
these products could potentially be accounted for by tran-
scriptional slippage on A8C by SP6 RNA polymerase
during synthesis of the reporter RNAs (35).
Alternatively, on this long homopolymeric A8C stretch,
the ribosome can frequently lose frame even in the
absence of a stimulatory element. A similar observation
has been made for a U8 stretch (12). Significantly, in the
presence of 25OMe, expression of the �1 FS product from
the A8C mRNA rose to a level similar to that seen with the
U6A mRNA and the +1/�2 FS product was also
enhanced (to about half the value seen with U6A). Thus
translational frameshifting is certainly taking place on this
A-rich stretch and both �1 FS and+1/�2 FS products are
synthesized.

Stimulation of efficient �1 and �2 FS on the U6A
heptamer in vitro and in transfected cells

The reduction in +1/�2 FS frequency seen with the
U4UCU heptamer (Figure 3) was thought-provoking in
that it raised doubts as to whether a ‘traditional’ +1 FS
event was occurring. In this mRNA, the A-site base
changes (UUA to UCU) would not preclude forward
movement of the P-site tRNA decoding the zero-frame
UUU codon onto the overlapping +1 frame UUU
codon, yet production of the +1/�2 product was dimin-
ished. To rule out that this was an effect of the identity of
the A-site tRNA (tRNALeu versus tRNASer) on+1/�2 FS,
we revisited the experiment, but changing the first base of
the U6A heptamer (to A, C or U) in the context of
pFSHIV-AON stopAll to probe P-site tRNA re-pairing
in the �1 frame. From previous studies (6,12), we
expected that tandem �1 slippage of P- and A-site
tRNAs would be compromised to a greater or lesser
extent, since the P-site codon would be sub-optimal for
repairing in most cases, whereas a +1 movement of the
P-site tRNA, as outlined above, would be unaffected.
However, as shown in Figure 4, changing the first base
to A, C or G effectively abolished the +1/�2 product.
The effect on �1 FS was consistent with earlier work,
with a reduction in all cases, especially with C at the
first position. These data suggested strongly that the+1/
�2 FS product results from �2 FS and this was confirmed
by MS (for convenience, these data are presented at the
end of the ‘Results’ section, since acquisition of sufficient
trans-frame protein for MS analysis required additional
knowledge obtained from experiments outlined in the fol-
lowing sections). The stimulation of both �1 and �2 FS
on the U6A heptamer could also be engendered by an
RNA-only oligonucleotide (15RNA) and a shorter
2-O-Me oligonucleotide (15OMe) (Supplementary Figure
S1). Thus the capacity to stimulate both frameshift events
is not specific to 25OMe. To confirm that AON-mediated
�1 and �2 FS could also take place in a cellular context,
the key elements of pFSHIV-AON were cloned into the
dual luciferase frameshift reporter plasmid p2luc (33) such
that the downstream firefly luciferase gene reported either
�1 (p2lucHIV-AON �1 FS) or �2 (p2lucHIV-AON �2
FS) frameshifting, with the spacer length optimized in
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each case (�1 FS, 3 nt; �2 FS, 2 nt; see below). The
relevant reporter plasmid together with increasing concen-
trations of 25OMe were transfected into COS 7 cells and
luciferase activities measured 24 h later. Both �1 and �2

FS were detectable, with peak values of 2.6% (�1 FS) and
1.5% (�2 FS) and saturation at around �100 nM AON
(Figure 5). A version of the �1 FS reporter plasmid with
the IBV slippery sequence (p2lucIBV-AON) was also

Figure 2. AON-mediated frameshifting on slippery sequences UUUAAAC and GGGAAAC. (A) Plasmids pFSIBV-AON and pFSSRV-AON were
prepared by replacing the slippery sequence of pFSHIV-AON (U6A) by UUUAAAC or GGGAAAC respectively. (B) In vitro translations of
pFSIBV-AON or pFSSRV-AON/Nco I mRNAs were carried out in the presence of increasing quantities of 25MO or 25OMe and the products
analysed as in the legend to Figure 1. The non-frameshifted product (nFS), and those proteins arising from �1 or+1/�2 frameshifting or drop-off
(d.o.) are indicated. Control mRNAs were also translated (pFScass5 IBV PK, HIV-AON/25OMe, HIV-AON/25MO) at the given AON concen-
trations (where relevant).
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Figure 3. Confirmation of the+1/�2 FS event. (A) Nucleotide sequence and three-frame translation of the frameshift region of pFSHIV-AON. The
slippery sequence is shown in bold, the binding site of 25MO/25OMe is underlined. The 0 and +1 frame stop codons (Stop 1–3) changed in
pFSHIV-AON stopAll are boxed. (B) Diagrammatic representation of potential translation products of pFSHIV-AON stopAll and predicted
molecular masses. (C) In vitro translation of pFSHIV-AON stopAll/Nco I mRNA was carried out in the presence of increasing quantities of
25MO or 25OMe and the products analysed as in the legend to Figure 1. The non-frameshifted product (nFS), and those proteins arising from
�1 or+1/�2 frameshifting (�1 FS;+1/�2 FS), or from template drop-off at the site of the annealed oligonucleotide (d.o., see text) are indicted. The
frameshifting efficiency measured for each signal (to the nearest integer) is indicated below the relevant lanes (%FS; see section ‘Materials and
Methods’) and takes into account the number of methionines present in each product (nFS, 19; �1 FS, 10;+1/�2 FS, 11). (D) In vitro translation of
slippery sequence variants of pFSHIV-AON stopAll. The wild-type Nco-I-derived mRNA and three slippery sequence variants were translated in
RRL in the absence (�) or presence (+) of 10 mM 25OMe. Products were analysed and quantified as in the legend to Figure 1. In mutant (C)A6C, the
bracketed C is included to indicate that this base was also changed from the wild-type context (which is (A)U6C) to avoid generation of an A7

stretch.
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tested and showed similar levels of frameshifting, peaking
at 4.5%. Although the absolute values are low, they are
comparable to the frameshift efficiency of the natural
HIV-1 signal in cells (�5%; 36).

Spacer-length dependence of programmed �1 or �2
ribosomal frameshifting on a U6A heptamer supports a
role for mRNA tension in frameshifting

Based on the published literature, including our own
studies of 80S ribosomes stalled at the IBV
frameshift-stimulatory pseudoknot (22,37), we proposed
a mechanical model of frameshifting in which a failure
of intrinsic ribosomal helicase activity (15,28) to unwind
efficiently the stimulatory RNA during the translocation
step leads to the build up of tension in the mRNA and
subsequently, breakage of codon:anticodon contacts and
realignment of the tRNAs in the �1 reading frame. The
validity of this model remains to be determined, but one
prediction of it is that the magnitude of frameshifting
should be influenced by relatively subtle changes to the
length of the spacer separating the slippery sequence and
stimulatory element. For the IBV frameshift signal, this is
known to be the case; altering the natural spacing distance
(6 nt) between pseudoknot and slippery sequence (UUUA
AAC) by a single nucleotide either way has a 2-fold in-
hibitory effect on frameshifting, and a 5-fold reduction is
seen when 2 nt are added to or removed from the spacer
(12,37). Regarding AON-stimulated frameshifting, current
evidence also supports a requirement for appropriate
spacing. In the studies of Howard and colleagues (30),
efficient frameshifting was seen with spacer lengths from
�1 to 5 nt, with an optimum at 3 nt (as used in this study).
Given the observation in the present work of
AON-stimulated �1 and �2 FS, it was important to

ascertain the optimal spacing distance for the two
events. To do this, we modified pFSHIV-AON stopAll
to generate plasmids (pFSHIV-AON spacer series) with
spacers varying in length from 0 to 9 nt (Figure 6 panel
A). In addition, for ease of comparison, a single base was
added or removed from the mRNA downstream of the
AON-binding region such that the size of the various
translation products (stop, �1 FS, �2 FS) was maintained
between constructs (Figure 6 panel B). In translations of
the pFSHIV-AON spacer series, with added 25MO or
25OMe (at 1 mM in this experiment), we observed
discrete peaks of frameshifting, with the overall pattern
essentially the same, except that frameshifting was more
efficient with 25OMe. The �1 FS product was evident
across a broad range, spanning spacer lengths 0–7 nt,
but with two optima, at 0 nt and at 3 nt, (particular no-
ticeable in the 25MO titration). The �2 FS product had an
optimal spacing of 2 nt and was evident over the range
1–5 nt with 25OMe, but more discrete with 25MO
(2–3 nt). In the absence of added AON, both frameshift
products were detectable although at low levels, and
unsurprisingly, there were no spacer effects.
We went on to examine whether the�2 FS product could

be engendered by cis-acting stimulatory RNAs and the
spacing optima for such events. In these experiments,
the AON-binding site was replaced by a pseudoknot (the
minimal IBV pseudoknot; a functional version of the
wild-type IBV pseudoknot with a shorter loop 3 [12]),
generating plasmid pFSHIV-PK, or a stable stem–loop
structure whose base composition was the same as the two
stems of the minimal IBV pseudoknot, generating
pFSHIV-SL (Figure 7). A variant of this plasmid with the
IBV slippery sequence was also prepared (pFSIBV-SL).
Subsequently, spacing variants of these plasmids were

Figure 4. Influence of the first base of the U6A slippery sequence on �1 and +1/�2 frameshifting. (A) The first base of the slippery sequence of
pHIV-AON stopAll was changed to A, C or G. (B) In vitro translation of slippery sequence variants of pFSHIV-AON stopAll. The wild-type Nco-I-
derived mRNA and three slippery sequence variants were translated in RRL following addition of 10 mM 25MO or 25OMe, or a water control.
Products were analysed and quantified as in the legend to Figure 3.
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constructed (spacers of 3–9 nt) and themRNAs translated in
RRL. With pFSIBV-SL, only the �1 FS product was
evident (consistent with the UUUAAAC slippery sequence
being incompatible with �2 FS), with efficient �1 FS
promoted over a narrow window of spacer length (6–8nt),
peaking at 7 nt.With pFSHIV-SL, both classes of frameshift
product were seen. As with AON-mediated frameshifting,
�1 FS on the U6A slippery sequence was observed at
most spacer distances, peaking at 7–8 nt. The �2 FS
product was more discrete, spanning spacers of 5–7nt with
a peak at 6–7 nt. Also shown in Figure 7 (panel D) are the
translations of pFSHIV-SL-derived mRNA with spacers
of 7 or 8 nt in which the first base of the slippery sequence
was changed to G, A or C. Similar to the experiment of
Figure 4, we found that disruption of this base inhibited
both �1 and �2 FS. With the 8 nt spacer, only a trace of

�2 FS is seen, as expected for this spacer length (c.f. Figure 7
panel C), and the inhibition of �1 FS was, if anything,
more pronounced than with the 7nt spacer. To account
for the latter, we speculate that with the 7 nt spacer, a
greater number of ribosomes have the capacity to frameshift
(see Figure 7 panel C) and that partitioning occurs, with
ribosomes able to enter either the �1 or �2 frame. With
a 7 nt spacer, the block to �2 FS brought about by the
slippery sequence changes may well direct ‘frameshift-
competent’ ribosomes to partition more into the �1 frame.
However, with an 8nt spacer that does not promote �2 FS
(see Figure 7 panel C), there are no additional ribosomes
to partition, and the overall level of �1 FS is generally
lower. The pattern of frameshifting observed with the
stem�loop stimulator was also seen with the IBV pseudo-
knot (pFSHIV-PK). Again, �1 FS occurred across a broad

Figure 5. AON frameshift stimulation in mammalian cells. (A) Dual luciferase frameshift reporter plasmids were prepared in which downstream
firefly luciferase (fluc) expression was dependent upon AON-mediated �1 frameshifting (p2luc IBV AON �1 FS, p2luc HIV AON �1 FS) or �2
frameshifting (p2luc HIV AON �2 FS). Plasmids were co-transfected with varying concentrations of 25OMe or a control 17OMe (lacking obvious
complementarity to the target mRNA) using Lipofectamine 2000, with the concentration of AON calculated using the final overlay volume in the
well. Frameshift efficiencies were determined by comparing luciferase activities to matched in-frame control constructs (see section ‘Materials and
Methods’) co-transfected with 25OMe in separate dishes. (B) Measured frameshift efficiencies were plotted against AON concentration. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of the mean from three experiments (control 17OMe titration was only done once).
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range of spacer lengths, peaking at 6–8 nt, with the �2 FS
product spanning amore discrete spacer range of 5–8 ntwith
a peak at 6 nt. Pseudoknot-induced �1 and �2 FS on U6A
was also examined in constructs containing the SRV-1 gag/
pro pseudoknot, one feature ofwhich is a smaller stem1 than
the IBV pseudoknot (6 bp c.f. 11bp). As shown in
Supplementary Figure S2, a similar pattern of �1 and �2
FS was observed, with optimal spacing distances of 7–9 nt
(�1 FS) and 6–7nt (�2 FS).

An interesting aspect of U6A-mediated frameshifting was
the occurrence of�1 FS at shorter spacing distances (e.g. 3–
5 nt in pFSHIV-SL), albeit at a lower efficiency (e.g. Figure 7
panel C). This could be a result of frameshifting one codon
earlier on the mRNA, where the stimulatory RNA effect
would be most apparent. At this position in pFSHIV-SL,
the sequence G AAU UUU is present, which by chance is
compatible (in principle) with tandem�1 FS. However, this

sequence is also present in pFSIBV-SL, where �1 FS at
spacers of 3–5 nt was less evident (Figure 7 panel C). An
alternative explanation is that a single P-site tRNA slip is
occuring on U6A (and to a lesser extent on UUUAAAC) at
the shorter spacing distances, which is more favoured with
P-site tRNAPhe (U UUU UUA) than tRNALeu (U UUA
AAC). An unexpected observation was the appearance of
a third ‘recoding’ product in translations of pFSHIV-PK
with a 9 nt spacer. This product (asterisked in Figure 7
panel E) corresponds to readthrough of the UGA codon
immediately downstream of the slippery sequence. Thus at
an appropriate spacing distance, a frameshift-promoting
pseudoknot can induce stop-codon readthrough. That this
was observed at a spacing of 9 nt is consistent with the longer
spacing requirements generally observed for those naturally
occurring readthrough signals that have a stimulatory RNA
component (38).

Figure 6. The effect of slippery sequence-AON spacing on �1 and �2 frameshifting. (A) The spacer of pFSHIV-AON stopAll was changed from
zero to nine nucleotides as indicated. In these plasmids, the sizes of the encoded frameshift products were normalised by appropriate deletion of bases
downstream of the AON binding site. (B) Diagrammatic representation of potential translation products of pFSHIV-AON spacer mRNAs and
predicted molecular masses. (C–E) Messenger RNAs derived from Nco I-cut pFSHIV-AON spacer variants were translated in RRL following
addition of water (C), 1mM 25MO (D) or 1 mM 25OMe (E). Products were analysed and quantified as in the legend to Figure 3. The numbers above
each gel represent the spacer length. The frameshifting efficiency measured for each signal (to the nearest integer) is indicated below the relevant lanes
(�1% FS; �2% FS) and takes into account the number of methionines present in each product (nFS, 10; �1 FS, 19; �2 FS, 11).
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Figure 7. The effect of slippery sequence–stem–loop (SL) and slippery sequence-pseudoknot (PK) spacing on �1 and �2 FS. (A) The spacer of
pFSHIV-SL and pFSIBV-SL was changed from three to nine nucleotides as indicated. In mRNAs derived from these plasmids, frameshifting is
stimulated by a SL structure (whose length and base-pair composition is identical to the stacked stems of the minimal IBV PK; see text). Also shown
is a diagrammatic representation of potential translation products of pFSHIV-SL mRNAs and predicted molecular masses. Note that zero frame
ribosomes terminate at the stop-codon in the spacer in all cases. As previously, the sizes of the encoded frameshift products were normalized by
appropriate deletion of bases downstream of the SL. Slippery sequence variants of pFSHIV-SL were also prepared in which the U6A sequence was
changed to those indicated. (B) The spacer of pFSHIV-PK was changed from three to nine nucleotides as indicated. In these plasmids, frameshifting
is stimulated by the minimal IBV PK (12). As with pFSHIV-SL and derivatives, zero frame ribosomes terminate at the stop-codon in the spacer in all
cases, but note that the reading frames of frameshifted ribosomes differ. (C) Messenger RNAs derived from Nco I-cut pFSIBV-SL and pFSHIV-SL
spacer variants were translated in RRL and products analysed and quantified as in the legend to Figure 3. The numbers above each gel represent the
spacer length. The frameshifting efficiency measured for each signal (to the nearest integer) is indicated below the relevant lanes (�1% FS; �2% FS)
and takes into account the number of methionines present in each product (nFS, 10; �1 FS, 10; �2 FS, 11). (D) Messenger RNAs derived from Nco
I-cut pFSHIV-SL variants with 7 nt or 8 nt spacers were translated in RRL and products analysed and quantified as in panel C. Also tested were
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MS confirmation of the �2 FS event

In an attempt to determine the amino-acid sequence of the
presumed�2FSproduct, we carried out a large-scale in vitro
translation of a tagged version of pFSHIV-AON with
optimal (2 nt) spacer, but probably due to the low product-
ivity of RRL, it proved impossible to isolate material of
sufficient purity and yield for unambiguous N-terminal
sequence determination by Edman degredation. A similar
problem was encountered with a tissue culture expression
system in which frameshifting was dependent upon
co-transfection of 25OMe. However, it proved possible to
purify sufficient +1/�2 product for MS analysis when a
frameshift cassette of U6A, 7 nt spacer and stem–loop stimu-
lator was expressed as an N-terminal fusion with eukaryotic
green fluorescent protein (eGFP). This plasmid
(pFSeGFP-N2, see section ‘Materials and Methods’) was
transfected into 293T cells and the �2 FS product purified
by affinity chromatography (utilizing a GFP binding
matrix), gel electrophoresis and band excision. Following
digestion with trypsin, resultant peptides were analysed by
MALDI mass fingerprinting and subsequent tandem mass
spectrometry (ESIMS-MS). Peptides corresponding to 77%
of the predicted fusion protein were identified and the
sequence spanning the frameshift region was determined
as LNFLYE, indicating �2 FS (Figure 8; raw data in
Supplementary Figure S3). The peptide fingerprint data
were scanned for other possible events, including the afore-
mentioned P-site+1 FS (generating LNFYE), or sequential
�1 ribosomal frameshifts in consecutive elongation cycles
(with the first on G AAUUUU and the second on U UUU
UUA; generating LNFFYE) but no matches were present.

From the determined amino acid sequence, we predict that
the�2 FS product is generated by tandem slippage of P- and
A-site tRNAs. As the slip is �2, the P-site tRNA would
re-pair on a codon that includes the base 50 of the U6A
heptamer (an A in these mRNAs) and it should be noted
that the post-slippage contacts following this rearrangement
are suboptimal, with the codon:anticodon complex (50-
AUU-30/50-GmAA-30) mismatched at the first position.
Altering the base 50 of the slippery sequence to GU6A also
did not inhibit�2 FS (Supplementary Figure S1). However,
in �1 FS, it is known that there is tolerance for mismatches
at the first position of the post-slip P-site complex (12; see
also Figure 4) and this appears to hold true for �2 FS.

DISCUSSION

Studies of programmed �1 ribosomal frameshifting have
focused predominantly on stem–loop and pseudoknot-
dependent signals (reviewed in 3,4). From these investiga-
tions, a plausible model of frameshifting has emerged which
posits a critical contribution of the stimulatory RNA in
compromising the activity of the proposed intrinsic
helicase activity of the 80S ribosome, located at the
mRNAentry channel (15,28).A failure to unwind the stimu-
latory RNA appropriately during the elongation cycle
would potentially compromise frame maintenance through
the generation of tension in the mRNA, effectively pulling
themRNA in a 30-directionwhile promoting breakage of the
tRNA anticodon:codon interaction and realignment of the
tRNA in the 50-(�1) direction. In support of this model,
ribosomes are known to pause at frameshift-stimulatory

Figure 7. Continued
variants of the two plasmids in which the first position of the slippery sequence was changed to G, A or C. (E) Messenger RNAs derived from Bam
HI-cut pFSHIV-PK spacer variants were translated in RRL and products analysed and quantified as in panel C. The numbers above each gel
represent the spacer length. The frameshifting efficiency measured for each signal (to the nearest integer) is indicated below the relevant lanes (�1%
FS; �2% FS) and takes into account the number of methionines present in each product (nFS, 10; �1 FS, 11; �2 FS, 35). The asterisk marks the
position of the �1 FS product of pFS cass 5 control mRNA (IBV PK) and also an additional product seen in the translation of the pFSHIV-PK 9nt
spacer mRNA. The size of the latter product is consistent with one that would be synthesised following readthrough of the UGA codon the
terminates the non-frameshifted product (present in the spacer; see text).

Figure 8. Mass spectroscopy of the �2 FS product. Amino acid sequences of predicted �1 (A) and �2 frameshift products (B) that could be present
at the N-terminus of the frameshift product derived from expression of pFSeGFP-N2 in tissue culture cells. Mass spectroscopy revealed only the
sequence corresponding to �2 FS (see text and Supplementary Figure S3).
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stem–loops and pseudoknots, indicating that such structures
can act as barriers to elongation (20,21,37,39–43). In
addition, cryo-EM reconstructions of 80S rabbit ribosomes
stalled at the IBV frameshift-promoting pseudoknot have
revealed a distorted tRNA in a hybrid A/P-like state, with
the anticodon arm bent markedly towards the A-site of the
ribosome (22,44,45). In these reconstructions, density that
likely corresponds to the pseudoknot is observed at the
mRNA entry channel close to the putative 80S helicase.
These features are consistent with the model, with the
pseudoknot resisting unwinding during eEF2-mediated
translocation such that tension builds up in themRNA, sub-
sequently placing strain on the tRNA and resulting in the
adoption of a bent conformation (22). In mechanical
unwinding studies, a functional IBV-based pseudoknot has
been shown to be a ‘brittle’ structure, with a shallow depend-
ence of the unfolding rate on applied force and a slower
unfolding rate than component hairpin structures (Green
et al., 2008). This greater mechanical stability and kinetic
insensitivity to force is consistent with a role in resistance
to unwinding (23–25,29). Indeed, a number of pseudoknot
features have been identified that could act in such resist-
ance, such as the unusual topology of stems and loops, the
geometry of the junction of the two stems and in some
pseudoknots, base triplexes between loop 3 and stem 1
(reviewed in 3,4). While some or all of these features are
readily identifiable in pseudoknot-stimulatory RNAs, the
situation is not so clear-cut for stem–loop stimulatory
RNAs. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis of
the HIV-1 (46–48) and simian immunodeficiency virus
(SIV) (49) structures has revealed a few features (inter-stem
kink in HIV-1; stable loop in SIV-1) that may be relevant,
but some other viral stem–loop stimulatory RNAs appear
likely to have only regular A-form geometry.
The situation is even more convoluted when one con-

siders AON-mediated frameshifting (30–32,50). The
mRNA-oligonucleotide complexes would appear to lack
unusual features like stem–stem junctions, triplexes or
kinks and thus the mechanism by which they induce
frameshifting is uncertain. It is known that the length of
the AON can affect the efficiency of the process (32), thus
the stability of the mRNA:AON duplex plays a role.
However, while the specific chemical modifications
present in 2-O-Me, MO, phosphorothioate (30) and
locked nucleic acid (32) AONs can affect binding stability
and target specificity, they are not fundamental for
activity in frameshifting, as unmodified RNA oligonucleo-
tides can also stimulate �1 FS, at least in vitro (30,31) and
also �2 FS (Supplementary Figure S1). Recently, it has
been shown that stem–loop structures can effectively sub-
stitute for RNA pseudoknots in some circumstances, with
frameshift-stimulatory activity driven largely by the
thermodynamic stability of the stem, but also influenced
by loop size, composition and stem irregularities (51). The
stem–loop employed here is also clearly capable of
inducing frameshifting at certain spacer distances
(Figure 7). With this in mind, it is likely the AON-
mediated frameshifting is largely determined by stability
and duplex length (32). Nevertheless, the encounter
between ribosome and AON is clearly different from
that of a cis-acting secondary structure. Firstly, the 80S

helicase will encounter the 30-hydroxyl of the annealed
AON rather than a constrained duplex (or triplex in
some pseudoknots). Secondly, the optimal spacing for
frameshifting is quite different, being only 3 nt for
AON-mediated �1 FS, but respectively, some 7 nt and
8 nt for optimal stem–loop or pseudoknot-mediated �1
FS. The simplest interpretation of these observations is
that the putative 80S helicase unwinds several base-pairs
of the annealed AON before its activity is compromised.
Further work will be required to confirm a role for the
helicase in frameshifting and to understand how it is
compromised by what appears to be a regular
mRNA:AON duplex. It may be that the presence of the
free 30-end of the AON is critical in this regard.

It is clear that 25OMe has a significant effect on ribosome
progression, as evidenced by the appearance of a polypep-
tide corresponding to ribosomes stalled at the boundAON.
This d.o. product accounted for up to 10% of the overall
synthesis at high 25OMe or 15OMe concentration (10mM).
It has been speculated recently that ribosomal frameshift-
ing frequencies have been generally underestimated as a
failure to take into account ribosomes that have frame-
shifted yet failed to progress on the mRNA, which are
often scored as non-frameshifted products (43). While the
observation here of what appears to be AON-mediated
drop-off of ribosomes lends support to the idea that
mRNA structures can act as roadblocks to the elongating
ribosome, such drop-off is far less apparent when ribo-
somes are challenged with natural frameshift-stimulatory
RNAs (37). Indeed, in this study, the abundance of the d.o.
product was greatly reduced when a 15mer unmodified
RNA AON replaced 25OMe (Supplementary Figure S1).
The relatively high proportion of ribosomes that appear to
be stalled for an extended period probably reflects the very
stable association of the OMe AONs with the mRNA
template.

One of the unexpected outcomes of this work was the
discovery of �2 FS on the U6A heptamer (and poten-
tially—albeit to a lesser extent—on the A6C and A8C
heptamers). Initially, we imagined that the protein in
question originated by +1 FS, with the P-site tRNAPhe

decoding UUU in the zero frame slipping forwards onto
the overlapping+1 frame codon (alsoUUU) in a proportion
of ribosomes stalled at the AON, stem–loop or pseudoknot,
but this was ruled out experimentally. A�2 FS is consistent
with the idea that mRNA tension promotes 50-movement of
the tRNAs in this context. Indeed, the spacing analysis of
Figures 6 and 7 provides further support for this viewpoint.
Irrespective of the nature of the stimulatory RNA, the
spacing distance facilitating maximum �2 FS was consist-
ently �1–2nt less than that promoting �1 FS. Viewed sim-
plistically, with the shorter spacer, the tension on themRNA
would be greater, increasing the likelihood of a �2 shift.
While this hypothesis requires further substantiation, there
is a precedent for the importance of mRNA tension, from
studies of the+1 programmed frameshifting signal in the
E. coli prfB gene encoding release factor 2. In this system,
the interaction of a Shine-Dalgarno (SD)-like element in the
mRNA with the anti-SD at the 30-end of 16S rRNA is im-
portant in promoting efficient+1 FS at a 30-recoding site
(52). The effect of varying the spacing between SD
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sequence and P-site codon in the prf B system has been
analysed by toeprinting (53). At a spacer length of 2 nt, no-
ticeably shorter than that found naturally between SD and
initiator AUG (5nt; 54), 70S pre-translocation complexes
could not be formed and instead, the tRNA added subse-
quently to fill the A-site moved spontaneously into the
P-site, restoring the spacer to the natural length (5nt).
These data support a model in which formation of the
SD–anti-SD helix in ribosomes stalled at the in-frame
UGA codon of prfB generates tension on the mRNA that
destabilizes codon:anticodon pairing in the P site and
promotes slippage of the mRNA in the 50-direction. It is
plausible that the �1 and �2 FS we observe here originate
in a similar manner, except that here, the tension pulls the
mRNA in a 30-direction, leading to �1 and �2 FS.

An interesting question is whether �2 FS is more widely
exploited in virus or cellular gene expression. Only one
example of a �2 FS signal has been documented to
date, involved in the expression of tail assembly chaperone
genes in bacteriophage Mu (55,56). Here, tandem �2
slippage occurs on a GG GGG CGA with the anticodon
of the A-site tRNAArg (3

0

GCI5
0

, where I in the wobble
position is inosine) forming a more stable post-slippage
contact with the mRNA in the �2 frame rather than the
�1 frame. Another potential �2 FS signal in Trichomonas
vaginalis virus 1 has been suggested (57). In this virus,
frameshifting most likely occurs on a conserved CC
CUU UUU sequence, compatible with tandem �2
shifting. Examination of known viral �1 FS sites possess-
ing a U6A or A6C slippery sequence, however, reveals that
in most cases the spacing distances seem inappropriately
long for efficient �2 FS. In HIV-1, where the stimulatory
RNA forms immediately 30 of a U6A slippery sequence
(58), a stop codon in the �2 reading frame is present
directly downstream of the U6A heptamer and appears
to be present in all isolates of HIV-1 (59,60). Any ribo-
somes entering the �2 reading frame would terminate im-
mediately, generating a truncated Gag polyprotein lacking
viral proteins p1 and p6. As yet, there is no evidence to
suggest that such a species is expressed in HIV-1 infected
cells. Frameshifting in the expression of mammalian orni-
thine decarboxylase antizyme has remarkably been shown
to be+1 in mammals and fission yeast, yet �2 in budding
yeast (61,62). Precise details of the mechanism of the �2
FS remain to be elucidated, but as observed by Matsufuji
and colleagues, lengthening the spacing between the
antizyme shift site and its pseudoknot by three bases
increased +1 FS in yeast at the expense of �2 FS, sup-
porting a link between spacer length and frameshift direc-
tion (61). Intriguingly, replacing the 30-stimulatory
element that forms a component of the antizyme frame-
shifting signal with an annealed AON has been shown also
to stimulate �1 FS when placed with zero spacing (50).
However, this �1 product is not seen with the natural
antizyme frameshift signal. Conclusive evidence of a func-
tional �2 FS signal in virus or cellular genes is therefore
still awaited.

In the past few years, AONs have been increasingly
exploited as a tool to examine aspects of ribosomal frame-
shifting. The observation here of spacer-length-dependent
�1 and �2 FS events supports the view that mRNA

tension plays an important role in frameshifting and it
will be interesting to see whether the structure of riboso-
mal complexes stalled at an AON–mRNA complex
resemble those of ribosomes stalled at other frameshift-
stimulatory elements (22,44,45).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Figures 1–3.
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